ABSTRACT
The evolution of medical education started since ancient times. It depended on a master-student relationship. The master was a perfect expert concerned with learning and interested to his trainers and followers. In the early 1900s, Abraham Flexner, an American higher education expert, suggested that medical schools must be linked to universities, should have a based curriculum and strong educational programs including fluently basic medical sciences and all stages of medical education should be given in classes, laboratories and hospitals. WHO recommended integration of topics in medical education to overcome the redundancy of knowledge and to enhance student ability on problem-solving, clinical, skills, and critical thinking and deal more with preventive medicine and health of the society. Problem-based learning (PBL) is a common method in medical schools around the world. Many educators suggested that a PBL curriculum had to be strengthened by a limited number of well-chosen lectures. Unfortunately traditional lectures are still the most popular instructional method in the universities. Educational innovation and reform new methods of integrated teaching challenged teachers to change how they plan curriculum and make clinical teaching relevant to the lessons taught using these newer methods. The balance of clinical and basic medical sciences and their integration in a manner that best serves the medical student are sure to be the focus of expected innovations in medical education.
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INTRODUCTION
Medical education aimed to teach medical knowledge and clinical skills to medical students as well as to provide the society with professional practitioners [1]. Its history is bonded to the history of medicine itself since ancient times. Learning of practical skills and transmission of knowledge at ancient times depends on the master-student relationship. Medical knowledge expansion and incorporation of new technologies in medical practice brought drastic changes in medicine and, therefore, in medical education. The history of medical education can be roughly divided into three stages. First stage, extended from the ancient times until 1910 (called Pre-Flexner stage) was based on master-trainer model. The second stage, extended from 1910 up to 1970 (called Flexner stage), at which medical education depended on the biomedical model.

The third stage, (called Post-Flexner stage), is a student-centered medical education [2].

Pre-Flexner stage
Evolution of medical education begun in the ancient Egyptian and Hindu civilizations who were the first to record systematized practical knowledge on diseases and their treatment [3]. At these stages learning and transmission of practical skills depended on a master who was a perfect expert concerned with learning and interested to his trainers and followers. Those who were interested to learn the medical skills searched for the known masters, following any of them in his daily practice to learn medicine in a direct personal contact [4]. The master-student relationship was flourished in the Hindu, Arabic, Greek and Roman civilizations.

Egyptians were considered the best doctors in the ancient world starting from before 2600 B.C. until the fourth century B.C. They wrote...
medical texts on papyrus and sold these papyri by the Egyptian temples to physicians. Egyptian papyri discovered indicated advanced surgical and pharmaceutical practice [5]. Kahun Gynecology Papyrus dating back to 2000 B.C. included descriptive methods for diagnosis of pregnancy and fetal sex detection. Edwin Smith Papyrus and Ebers papyrus (about1600 BC) are the most famous medical papyri. These papyri described the anatomy of the heart, blood circulation, pulse, head, brain, and methods of physical examinations [6].

Charaka; Hindu physician like Hippocrates 500 B.C., was a perfect teacher and a good writer [4]. Charaka advised students who want to study medicine to seek for a good master having approved practical skills and confident with his treatment, kind to his students and patients and to follow him in his daily activities [7].

Hippocrates, A Greek physician, (460 B.C.-370 B.C.), is the most famous physician in the entire history. He is called the father of modern medicine. He stated that treatment and prognosis of the disease should depend on scientific observations and on the structure of human body thus he separated Greek medicine from superstitions, magic and religion. He was the first physician to believe that thoughts, ideas and feelings come from the brain and not from the heart, contrary to the belief of many others [8].

During the Roman period (129-200 AD) a famous Greek physician (named Galen) emerged. He was a brilliant anatomist and pioneer of experimental physiology [9]. Galen's wrote several textbooks in medicine including the fundamentals of the medical science which are still significant. Galen was the first to attempt to formulate a classification of diseases and symptoms with a strong basis in anatomy. Textbooks of Galen and Hippocrates were the most valuable manuals for practitioners throughout fourteen centuries [10].

Muslim physicians had significant contribution in the field of medical education. Ibn-Sina (Avicenna) (980-1037) is one of the greatest medical teachers in history of medicine. He wrote many textbooks as Canon of Medicine and the Book of Healing, which remained popular textbooks in the Islamic and Medieval Europe for centuries. Ibn Nafis (1210-1288 AD) described human circulation [11].

In the Ninth century a medical school developed in Salerno In Italy [12].It was the most important medical learning center at that time. It systematized topics of medical knowledge, distinguished theory from practice and changed the idea of the master-learner relationship. The master became represented by a group of masters. The trainers at Salerno created new medical schools once returned back to their original countries and disseminated this way of teaching in France, Spain and England. The graduates of these schools played a major role in discoveries of modern medicine [13].

In nineteenth-century the medical knowledge expanded and a challenge existed in how to incorporate this knowledge in medical education. Medical schools in Europe were mandatory linked to universities. These universities made major changes in their curricula by introducing the basic medical knowledge through lectures and laboratory practices, incorporating teaching staff in the educational methodology, learn students practical skills on patients under supervision of physicians of renowned clinical skills in selected hospitals [14].

Sir William Osler (1849 –1919) a Canadian physician, had a distinctive role in medical education and medical practice [15, 16]. Osler contribution to the advancement of medical education greatly enhanced clinical teaching. He was also one of the fathers of Internal Medicine and one of the first who formalized it as a discipline. He introduced the practice of bedside teaching stating that the student must begin with the patient, continues with the patient and ends his studies with the patient. The student must be taught how to observe, given basic knowledge in the form of lessons and lectures and use books and classes as tools [17].

Osler as an internal medicine chief participated by a model of pre-medical scientific program taught by full-time researchers followed by clinical training one taught by professors of the highest clinical skill in the hospitals of the Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine in Baltimore in 1893 [18].

Flexner period
In the early 1900s, the American Medical Association (AMA) and the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) were worried about the state of medical education in United States and Canada and decided that it ought to be reevaluated. They asked the Carnegie Foundation to revise the state of medical education in the United States. The Carnegie Foundation chose Abraham Flexner to be a leader for the group undertaking this study [19].

Flexner released his report regarding medical education in the United States and Canada in 1910. The report advised that medical schools must be linked to universities. They should have a university based curriculum and strong educational programs including fluently basic medical sciences. He described a discipline-based curriculum composed of 2 years of basic medical sciences with laboratory experience followed by 2 years of clinical training. He recommended that all stages of medical education should be given in classes, laboratories and hospitals. The medical schools should have high quality standards and strive for better learning environments, facilities, clinical training to gain specific goals and objectives. He recommended that the medical schools should use standards for admission of students. Flexner claimed that the master-apprentice model failed to train qualified physicians and there was a great necessity for science knowledge in medical education [20].

Flexner recommended that teaching the basic medical sciences must be associated with active involvement of the student in the learning process. The student doesn’t only just watch, listen, memorize but also he must do. The curriculum should have redundancies to compensate the deficiencies in one subject by supplementation from the other. Multiple methodologies as bedside teaching, case study, laboratory and clinical skills had to be used. Students should be trained to summarize and systematize the learned subject [21].

The changes built upon Flexner report had great remarkable effects on medical education over the following years and decades. It led to a standard system that used and remained intact and unchanged in most American medical schools throughout the 20th century. Moreover it strongly influenced curriculum design around the world for many decades following the report. Medical schools implemented a curriculum of pre-clinical (basic science) phase and clinical science phase.

However the curriculum proposed by Flexner did not promote cross-talk between medical disciplines with a lack of integration. Each department became responsible for delivery of highly discipline-specific basic science knowledge to medical students in the pre-clinical years. Thus, much of basic science teaching focused on in-depth scientific facts rather than on the relevance of the discipline to medical practice. Medical educators noticed that students had a poor grasp and recall of the basic knowledge. Therefore the students had inability to apply concepts and principles acquired in the preclinical years to medical problems encountered in the clinics [22]. The lack of clinical relevance, lack of integration, and the division of pre-clinical and clinical instruction caused dissonance and dissatisfaction among clinical teachers and students alike [23].

A review by the Oxford Centre for Staff Development identified five aspects of educational programs that are associated with students adopting undesirable shallow learning techniques and failing to grasp the underlying principles of the topic [24]. The five features are heavy workload; excessive amount of course material; little opportunity to pursue subjects in depth; little choice over topics or methods of study; and an anxiety provoking assessment system that rewards or tolerates regurgitation of factual information [25].

Post-flexner period
Disadvantages of traditional medical education
With entering the last quarter of the 20th century there was an explosion of knowledge in the biomedical sciences. Medical education had growing problems due to the consequent increased demands on curricular time [26]. It is impossible to cover all the available knowledge which had become broad and
diverse and become so vital to define which of these were essential [27].
The students had to learn many subjects at the same time. They are loaded with an unbalanced and disproportionate knowledge. They had no chances to acquire skills as critical thinking, problem solving, and decision making or the ability to investigate, diagnose, and treat the patient as a whole [28]. Medical education is designed as a teacher-centered method as lecturers tend to highlight knowledge, content without attention to student flexibility, gaining problem solving, critical thinking and independent learning [29, 30].

Students had to passively absorb information in silent isolation and then expected to recall the knowledge in a competitive manner during examinations. Several areas of redundancy, repetition and overlapping are determined. The students will not learn the relevance of basic and biomedical sciences to clinical practice. A wide gap existed between the qualitative and quantitative advancement in medical education [31].

The vast and growing medical knowledge obliged the educators to be more selective to assess the acquired knowledge, and to pick the reliable and thorough sources upon which they can construct the educational knowledge. This looks like as searching for a needle in a haystack [32].

At the start of a medical career, the knowledge that a practitioner remembered might not be the right one required to solve future problems [33].

Densen [34] reported that in 1950 the medical knowledge is doubled along 50 years. In 2010 it is estimated to be doubled along 3.5 years, and in 2020, it is expected to take 73 days only to be doubled. This huge growth of medical knowledge is one of the most important challenges confronting medical institutions in designing their curricula [35, 34].

Shojania et al. [36] showed that information gained through clinical research is relevant for approximately 5.5 years before relevant clinically change occurs. Absorbing and incorporating information that changes at such an amazing rate presents a real challenge.

The knowledge in the current trends of undergraduate medical education is gained in isolation. Each subject in basic sciences is taught in separate blocks without correlation of the knowledge with related subjects. Therefore the students cannot grasp the subject as a whole. There was a wide gap between the course content and clinical practice [37]. These obliged medical schools to reform their curricula towards more integrated models [38]. The role of the basic medical sciences in the 21st century must be thoroughly reevaluated [39].

**Calls for change**

World Health Organization [40], the American Association of Medical Colleges [41] and Council of World Federation for Medical Education [42] recommended the urgent need of profound changes in the learning methods to concern on understanding principles rather than memorizing facts. The undergraduate medical curriculum must be reformed in integrated subjects with enhancement of student ability on problem-solving, clinical skills, and critical thinking and deal more with preventive medicine and health of the society [30]. Integration of subjects facilitates acquisition of knowledge and clinical skills of the students [43].

Many strategies were used to reform medical curricula to confront problems with the traditional curriculum. Oxford Centre for Staff Development suggested a design for curriculum reform termed the SPICES model. According to this model, the curriculum has been transformed from teacher centered to student-centered, doctor-oriented to patient oriented, isolated to integrated, hospital-based to community-based, apprenticeship to elective-driven and from subject-based to system based [44].

The integrated curriculum in undergraduate medical education (UME) is designed on the fact that an active, learner-centered environment enhances critical thinking, deeper understanding of basic science and its relevance to clinical practice [45].

Trends in medical education are shifting from passive to active learning. Self-directed learning has been encouraged for physicians to overcome this inquiry [46- 48].

**Models of reform**
A curriculum is the framework or design of the learning process during a course of study. It includes the teaching and assessment methods and the learning resources. A syllabus is the knowledge content of the course. It is a part of the curriculum. Integration is breaking down the barriers between disciplines in order to provide better learning opportunities, meaningful knowledge more relevant to clinical practice [49]. Integration is defined as inter-disciplinary, multidisciplinary, trans-disciplinary, intermingled and mixed subjects [50]. Integration of subjects facilitates acquisition of knowledge and skills. It enables the students to co-relate the basic sciences with the clinical practice. It enhances deeper understanding and increase effectiveness of the learning process [51].

The association for Medical Education in Europe; AMEE [52] defined the integration as a fully synchronous, trans-disciplinary knowledge including basic medical sciences and the clinical sciences weaving together through all years of a medical curriculum.

Shoemaker [53] defines integrated curriculum as bringing together various aspects of knowledge regarding a subject into meaningful association.

Several studies were previously done to compare the assessments of students taught in an integrated approach with those taught on the traditional method. These studies revealed that the average marks obtained by students taught in an integrated approach were greater than the marks obtained by students taught on the traditional method [51, 34]. Moreover students trained with integrated curriculum had more accurate clinical skills than those trained in a conventional manner [54].

Integrated teaching improves the critical thinking of students and enhances their interest in topics and abolishes the fear toward the subject. Integration in medical education aims to teach various subjects in a coordinated manner to ensure symphonic functioning of the educational processes [51].

Integrated and organized manner of teaching assists medical students to become competent in different subjects and rightly apply their knowledge and skills for the benefit of the patients and the community.

The medical schools make significant changes in their curriculum from a program consisting of discipline based courses to an integrated curriculum that typically moves through the various systems in the body, i.e. cardiovascular, reproductive, gastrointestinal, etc. The anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, etc., related to each system are presented together [55, 56].

**How to reform curriculum?**

The curriculum design must fulfill several criteria including what is the suitable type of physician required for the health care system, how curriculum changes can be implemented, choosing the learning objectives and planning how they can be achieved? Finally feedback and assessment of the curriculum had to be done [57, 58].

Curriculum reform must consider enhancing self- learning and critical thinking among the students [59,60]. Strategy of learning-to-learn (self- learning) is a major part of modern curricula. It encourages the students to be able to discover as well as to generate knowledge relevant to their needs without guidance and direction from teachers [61].

Assessment methods should be part of the design of the curriculum and courses, in order to achieve the intended objective of integration [62].

**Types of integration**

Medical schools across the world use different models of curricula in undergraduate medical education. The varieties of these curricula include traditional discipline-based curriculum, integrated curriculum, organ-based curriculum, competency based curriculum, problem-based learning curriculum and community oriented curriculum. Each curriculum has its advantages and disadvantages. Some medical schools have two types of combined curricula as organ-based curriculum and problem-based learning [63].

The traditional discipline-based curriculum is still used in some medical schools across the globe, including India, some other Asian countries, and some Caribbean medical schools. The students are not exposed to clinical education or patients until the third year of their medical program. During the first two years of their medical course, the
curriculum is composed completely of basic sciences. Integration in medical education can be classified as horizontal, vertical, and spiral types. Horizontal integration brings the various disciplines, topics together in a restricted time period. For example an integrated course of respiratory system comprised of weaving related topics that previously taught separately in various subjects such as Physiology, Biochemistry and Anatomy. Horizontal integration reduces content redundancy. It includes additional activities as problem based learning to promote self-directed study and critical thinking. Vertical integration brings basic and clinical science together with blurring the boundary between preclinical and clinical years. It engages students early in clinical practice and allowed them in clinical years to revise the underlying basic medical knowledge when required. It transforms the H-shaped curriculum of horizontal integration into Z-shaped curriculum. Organ (system) based curriculum runs according to each organ system with both horizontal and vertical integration. Organ-based curriculum is one of the most popular curricula for undergraduate medical education in American medical schools and followed in very few Caribbean medical schools [64]. Horizontal and vertical integration had an advance over traditional curriculum. However an active process of learning is still lacking. This weakness is dealt in many institutions by the introducing problem based learning (PBL) in small group teaching by careful selection of a clinical problem. These enhance the students early in the curriculum to appreciate the relevance of acquired knowledge to clinical practice, promote the habit of self-learning throughout their careers to learn how to gain the right knowledge they require for problem solving and to construct the parts of knowledge gained from different sources together in a meaningful way [65].

Spiral integration introduces the basic sciences, clinical practices and skills, health promotion, and ethics together throughout the curriculum with enhancing the students to revise the previous knowledge to link it with the current knowledge to achieve higher levels of learning [66]. The spiral curriculum reinforces the learned topic or subject by continuing exposure to it to overcome the common problem in traditional methods as the topics learned by students early in the curriculum are forgotten later [67]. The spiral curriculum permits the students to move from simple knowledge and practice to more complex one so they could achieve better understanding by exploring the same topics at deepening levels. It also breaks the barriers and boundaries between courses and departments [68].

Community-based curriculum is another approach in undergraduate medical education in recent years where a community approach is of primary importance [69]. The students are involved in community services and primary care centers from the beginning and throughout the program. Students are committed to community health or public health and preventive services. This curriculum is still in its initial stages. Some schools have implemented it as a pilot project. Competency-based curriculum is one of the recent designs of the curriculum in medical education [70]. It is a method of training where students are assessed by their progression regarding their ability to perform certain tasks [71]. It became well-established in medical education curricula as it is a reliable method to ensure that every graduate acquired the required skills and knowledge. It is also effective in identifying areas of weakness and strength in learners and helps teachers to assess appropriate learning outcomes [72, 73]. It helps to improve resident performance and patient safety as it moves from knowledge acquisition towards knowledge application [74, 75]. Problem-based learning (PBL) was firstly introduced at McMaster University Medical School in Canada in the late 1960s and it becomes a common component in medical schools around the world [76, 33]. It is student-centered collaborative learning and promotes self-directed learning throughout life career [77]. It helps the students to acquire knowledge of both basic and clinical sciences and practical and clinical skills and encourages deep learning [78, 79].
During the past few decades, many medical schools engaged problem based learning in their curriculum [80]. Many medical schools around the world use PBL only. Four North American schools currently offer only a problem-based curriculum with no traditional curriculum as a supplement or alternate. They are McMaster, Mercer, Harvard, and Hawaii medical schools. Some schools offer a single curriculum that blends both concepts, that is, an integral PBL parallel and reinforce a traditional curriculum. Many educators suggested that a PBL curriculum had to be strengthened by a limited number of well-chosen lectures [81].

In PBL, the students are divided into small groups. Each group included five to eight students [82] or 8 to 12 students [83]. The students act together in a group supervised by a faculty member; called facilitator or tutor. They are given a clinical problem without previous readings, or preparation to stimulate them to search for required knowledge [82]. According to [84, 85] PBL is typically carried out in three stages. At the first stage the students define and evaluate the clinical problem and attempt to determine its underlying causes either anatomical, physiological, biochemical, or behavioral dysfunctions. The second stage is self-directed learning through which the students study outside the tutorial session, using any relevant learning resources. The third stage begins when the students come back to the tutorial session. They apply the newly acquired knowledge to reach a proper solving for the problem. In PBL the students had to explore rather than to receive passive knowledge. The tutors manage and direct the learning process rather than giving information. They had to enhance students' active learning, clinical skills and habits of continued learning [86].

The tutor must ensure that all students are involved in the problem-solving process and must familiarize students with the resources needed as library references and databases to solve the problem [87, 88]. However graduates of PBL curriculum tend to choose careers in family medicine [76, 89].

**Challenges and pitfalls confronting integration**

Many medical institutes still adopt traditional lectures are still the most popular instructional method in the universities [90]. Most of the university teachers are not familiar with modern teaching methods. Most of them have been taught in learning environments that were instructor centered, therefore, they teach in this way too. The sluggish response to change is the characteristic of traditionalism of the educational institutions [91, 92].

Lane [93] suggested that many factors might resist change in medical education. These are strong standing traditions, lack of real need for change, strong disciplinary empathy of faculty members, need of departmental protection of curriculum time, lack of experience, lack of time to implement changes, fear of loss of resources.

**CONCLUSION**

The relevance of basic medical sciences has become redefined by their role in supporting clinical practice rather than being, just, a knowledge base of physicians. In the new strategies of medical education there has been a worldwide adoption of integrated curricula, indicating a greater for the concept of updated rather than traditional learning of medical sciences. Changes in curricula content and design should be in alignment with changes in our understanding of the concept of how students learn and clarity around the role of the physician. Medical educators are being challenged to integrate the basic sciences into their clinical practice in all content domains. New methods of integrated teaching using simulation models have enabled better education but challenged teachers to change how they plan curriculum and make clinical teaching relevant to the lessons taught using these newer methods. The balance of clinical and basic medical sciences and their integration in a manner that best serves the medical student are sure to be the focus of expected innovations in medical education.
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